Open Call Results for CYFEST-12: ID. The International media art festival. Digital Media Screening: Personal Identity.

CYLAND announces the video art works which will be included CYFEST 12’s Digital Media Screening in St. Petersburg and New York.

The CYFEST 12 DIGITAL MEDIA Screening is a curated selection of video works by established and emerging artists. The upcoming CYFEST takes place in winter 2018 in New York – fall 2019 in St. Petersburg. The CYFEST Video Program “Personal Identity” will be screened at The Made In New York Media Center (Brooklyn, New York) as part of CYFEST. The program of the international video & media artworks is curated by Victoria Ilyushkina.

We would like to thank every artist for their submission to CYFEST 12's Digital Media Screening! This year we received a lot of submissions from all over the world. All applications were thoroughly reviewed by our team of curators, who devoted great care and attention to details while choosing each video. Now we are pleased to announce the participants of the video program this year:

- Emma Bayer
- Masha Godovannaya
- Mascha Danzis
- Gioula Papadopoulou
- Summer McCorkle
- Mahta Hosseini
- Citron / Lunardi (Selene Citron and Luca Lunardi)
- Necko (Juan Manuel Carrillo Rosales)
- Di Hu
- Marisa Benito
- Virginia Lee Montgomery
- Joe Hambleton
- Bram Lattré
- Yanina Chernykh
- Vladimir Abikh
- Elena Artemenko
- DVENEODNA
- Reza Masoud
- Marina Blinova
- Nataliya Lyakh